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“Condon has a thorough grasp
of the Enneagram and is a finely
trained therapist, but his ability
to evoke the experience of the type
with image, metaphor and example
is magic. If you’ve ever tried to
figure out Enneagram types armed
just with the cognitive information
from books, you understand why
this poetic layer is so important.
“The Enneagram is an inner
map and a code that enhances and
personalizes the NLP tools. NLP
takes a person’s existing energies
and moves them around. If someone
is brave on the ski slope, NLP can
move that bravery to the dinner
table or a sales presentation. With
the Enneagram, Condon was able
to quickly and effectively learn
where the real energies lay and
where they need to move to.
“Even those innocent of the
sleight-of-mind techniques of NLP
could see some of the practice: mirroring, hypnotic suggestions and
reframing (calling an experience by
a different name so as to experience
it differently). Condon drew out the
problem pattern and usually moved
the person past some inner thicket
into a field of new possibilities.
Combining the Enneagram with
the therapeutic practices of NLP
and Ericksonian hypnosis with the
Enneagram is both enormously beneficial and strikingly powerful.”
                   – Enneagram Educator

An Edited Workshop to Help You:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and deliver effective therapeutic metaphors
Learn to use anecdotes, jokes and humor
Apply Ericksonian techniques to the Enneagram
Use storytelling to create change in yourself and others
Change the metaphors you live by
Alter Enneagram “Meta-patterns”
Acquire metaphors and stories for your professional use

Therapeutic metaphor – telling stories to create change – is a
powerful technique for helping yourself and others grow and change.
Stories work so well because they bypass normal ego defenses and
communicate directly with the unconscious. The listener often finds
fresh perspectives, solutions to problems and new resources for
coping and living fully. Derived from clinical hypnosis, therapeutic
metaphor has many applications in daily life and is used naturally
by good communicators.
In this unique audio program – edited from a live workshop – you
will learn to create and deliver effective therapeutic metaphors as
well as use anecdotes, jokes and humor. You will also learn to apply
therapeutic metaphors to the needs and dilemmas of each Enneagram
style – using stories to transform the existing unconscious metaphors
and scripts that drive each one.
This CD set is valuable for anyone in the helping professions
– counselors, coaches, therapists, spiritual advisors – and will also
anyone using the Enneagram to grow and change. Thomas Condon
demonstrates many useful ways to work with clients and offers dozens
of metaphors and teaching stories. True to its content, this CD set
offers powerful practical techniques in a highly entertaining way to
help you make lasting positive personal changes.

Order Today Call: 800-937-7771 or 503-228-4972

A Review of this Series From Enneagram Monthly
Just when I think I could probably recite all the possible Enneagram topics, I get surprised.  It’s a tribute to
the complexity and the dynamism of the system, for sure, but there’s also no question that some teachers and
authors push the envelope further than others.  Tom Condon would found on that particular list.  His background in Ericksonian hypnotherapy and Neuro-Linguistic Programming gives him an unorthodox perspective
on Enneagram personality styles which is woven through all the work he does. And in this CD set, Condon takes
the integration a step further, blending the three disciplines into an organic, seamless whole.  Moving away from
specific structural examinations of the Enneagram – i.e. Subtypes, Stress, Security, etc. – Condon goes directly to
the core of the personality to explore the stories we tell ourselves and the impact they have on our life experience.
Our internal dialogue draws from an ever-shifting kaleidoscope of stories. Some of them bear the geographic
imprint of where we grew up. Some derive from our parenting, our gender, our race, our creed, our color, our
sexual preference, our friends.  We tell different stories depending on how old we are and what was happening
when we were still learning how to walk. Stories mirror our cultural, spiritual and societal expectations, assumptions and beliefs.  Other stories are woven into our personality structure, formed out of the imperatives of our
particular style, reflections of our fall from the grace of essence into the noise and glare of human existence.
Sometimes, to paraphrase Sigmund Freud, a story is just a story. I can tell you about having a flat tire on
Central Expressway in rush hour, and getting out of the car to push it off the highway.  I can include details about
what I was wearing (silk dress, high heels), what the weather was like (very hot) and the impact of the incident
on my immediate life (missed a meeting).  There might be other characters in the story: passing motorists, the
tow-truck driver, the gas station owner, the client waiting with impatience and growing concern.  Just a story.  
Perhaps told amusingly, perhaps told with matter of fact detail, but the simple recounting of an event.  
Unless, of course, this story is an example of what I consciously or unconsciously believe life to be like, or
what I consciously or unconsciously believe to be my place in it. You wanna know what I believe?  Ask me to
tell you the flat-tire story. Depending on how I tell it, you may decide it proves that I believe nothing ever goes
right for me, no matter how hard I try.  Or that people don’t care enough to stop and help.  Or you might see
how it reflects my pride in having the strength to push a car off the road in high heels and a silk dress. Or my
assumption that I am uniquely resourceful.  Or maybe it says that life is full of unexpected events, so it pays to
be prepared for anything. At this point, for good or ill, my story has become a metaphor for my life. A figure of
speech I use to illustrate the similarity between having a flat tire on Central Expressway and how things actually
are. A statement that both reflects my world view and creates it.
In Condon’s Therapeutic Metaphor workshop, from which this CD set was taken, participants were given
many opportunities to explore the metaphors that formed the foundation for their “life scripts.”  In a series of
interactive group exercises, they defined the metaphors for the resourceful and less-resourceful experiences
of being their particular type. For example: from a One came a low-side metaphor of the courtroom, with an
unforgiving judge and jury ready to pronounce sentence. On the high side, was the story of life as a beautiful
meadow, where everything grew according to its plan, and there were no mistakes to be made.  When she was
questioned further, it became clear to the listeners that she did, in fact, hold herself accountable to the judgment
of that courtroom, and that the meadow seemed like a dream of otherness rather than an experience to be
lived.
As I was listening to all the different stories people were telling, and the pictures and phrases that comprised
their individual metaphors, I started asking myself some of the same questions.  What are my metaphors?  And immediately I saw myself standing in the dark on the edge of the world, watching the busy, productive, happy, engaged
lives in the lighted space before me and heard myself say, “Everybody but me.” Yikes! That’s a Four metaphor if I

ever heard one.  I realized in an instant how this metaphor shapes my reality, and how many assumptions I make
because at some level, in spite of all my hard work and progress, I still believe this is how it is. I’m the person
who is never chosen for softball, who is idle while others work, who starves while others prosper, who dies
alone while others are surrounded by loving family and friends.  And, right on the heels of this metaphor came
its mirror image: “I’m the only oneÉ” who knows better, with the right approach, with good taste or talent or
common sense. It was more than a little horrifying. It was like realizing you had just swallowed poison, feeling
the inexorable progression of death creeping into every joint and limb. My next thought was, “ANTIDOTE!!!”
Fortunately for me, identification was not the last step in Condon’s process. The purpose of the workshop,
after all, was to discover metaphor’s incredible power to heal, and the group spent some time rewriting their
own stories as a first step toward developing a new relationship with self and the world at large. In small groups,
participants took turns being guide and client with each other, crafting new language and new images that reflected
more accurately their place in the world, and their possibility of redemption. And as they rewrote their internal
dialogue, they found new pathways from their own version of the One’s courtroom to the light and air of their
higher state.  As I worked along with them, I found my own antidote: there was me, in the middle of the world,
where the light was good and the air was clean and the colors were warm and there was more than enough
work and life and joy to go around, saying, “We all.” A metaphor of connection and vitality to counteract the
paralysis and depletion of “everybody but me.”
There were many compelling stories told by the participants.  One in particular presented the dilemma of
a man who had crafted a life in response to family stories that turned out to be untrue.  He was in the middle of
reevaluating not only what he had been told, but the impact on his life of what he had told himself, and the decisions he had made, on the basis of a world view that was suddenly proved to be a fabrication.  His story became,
for me, a metaphor for the human condition, as we are all effectively living out lives of response to stories we’ve
been told that are, at best, only partially true, as they are all edited and distorted by unconscious assumptions.  
Our challenge is to unravel the threads of narrative and separate out what will serve and support our ability to
thrive. The good news is that we can rewrite our stories – even after we have been listening to them for many,
many years – with metaphors that will strengthen and sustain us.
One bonus of this CD series I must mention:  Condon is an excellent storyteller.  He uses stories to defuse
our automatic reactions and create the space for insight and transformation.  He can make you laugh or make
you cry, and at the end, you get it.  You see that little puzzle piece you’ve been looking for, you are able to laugh at
yourself and at the world, and things fall into perspective.  One entire CD is devoted to the collection of stories
of various kinds, and how to use them in a therapeutic context. Condon offers up everything from jokes to Zen
teaching stories to personal experiences to articles in the paper to workshop experiences to imaginative flights
of fancy. And he tells us how to remember them and use them, and where we can begin forming our own files
of therapeutic metaphors.
All in all, this series was a Condon tour de force, with a potent combination of humor, irreverence, depth,
simplicity, complexity, and participants who were remarkably honest, clear and fearless. I highly recommend this
CD series as both a learning and a teaching tool.
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This new CD series, offers a unique, solution-focused
approach to applying the Enneagram’s insights. Recorded
and edited from a live workshop, the series demonstrates
a variety of techniques in a whole new way that will be
enormously beneficial to anyone using the Enneagram
for their personal or professional growth.
Topics include:
* an in-depth presentation of NLP’s submodalities, a
fascinating tool for understanding and changing your
experience of your Enneagram style
* revealing interviews that unveil the secret structure of
Enneagram styles
* demonstrations of changework featuring powerful,
useful techniques from NLP, Ericksonian Hypnosis and
guided imagery
* a lively discussion of the Enneagram styles of different
psychotherapies
* a demonstration of the NLP technique of Reframing,
newly applied to the Enneagram, with feedback about
the experience from group members
* an explanation and demonstration of the powerful Emmanation Technique, used
here with the Enneagram for the first time
10 CDs $79.95 2.0 lbs.
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